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In far too many instances, Kentucky school buildirw,s have been constructed
hurriedly with little thought having been given to present needs or future re-
quirements. Many buildinrs have been constructed which were inaequate before
they were finished. They were so desirned that future addLtions were difficult
to make. When additions of necessity were made, there resulted architectural
monstrosities devoid of beauty or utility. These buildings stand as monuments
to the shortsightedness and false economy practiced by school administrators
and boards of education.
On the other extreme, we see buildings constructed which were too large
in the beginning in sections of declining population. They were never used to
their full capacity and they stand as empty memorials to the over-enthusiasm
of school administrators and boards of education.
What Prompted the Study.--The writer's observations of poorly planned
buildings being used to only a fraction of their capacity have prompted this
study.
Statement of Problem.--The prasented in a Prorram of Improvement
for Union County Schools deals pr. 'ly with future school buildings. The
problem is threefold:
1. The location of future school buildings must be determined in the
light of population trends and economic developments.
2. The size or the buildings must be determined.
3. A plan to finar-:.e the program must be developed.
Scope of the Stw'y.--The scolle of this study includes all the schools of
'Union County, Eentl.ecy. 1-E-rticuler ehaFi.5. w._. 00 paced on the publics





Source cf Data.--The source of data for this study was a his tcry of
Union County, Records of the office cf County Court Clerk, office of the
County Judre, office of the Union County Board of Education, and data sub-
=itted by various cool cornpanies doing business in Union County, together
with data used in the course "School Buildings" at western Teachers College
durinr the summer of 1945.
Technique cf Treetment.--The technique of treatment is historical and
observaticnal rather than scientific and technical. The program presents a
long-term reneral plan rather than a shcrt-term specific plan. Short-term
specific plans must become a part of the long-term general plan tc produce
realization of the plan. When short-term specific plans are made, minor alter-
ations and adjustments of the long-term general plan will be made.
This stucy contains five chapters. The first onapter deals with the intro-
ducticn. The second chapter presents the historical baLkzround which serves
as a tasis fcr the study. The third chapter deals with the problem of trans-
portation, evaluates the present prorrar, and proposes the future program.
The fourth chapter deals with the school building prograr. The fifth chap-






Union County, Kentucky, embraces 357.5 square m_lles of territory, including
Camp Breckinridge, Army Reservation, along the western edge of the Western Coal
Fields.
1
It is bordered on the north and west by the Ohio River for a distance
of approximately thirty-five miles. It is separated on the south from Crittenden
County by Tradewater River, and is bordered on the southeast by Aabster County.
Northeast lies Menerson County from which Union County was established in the
year 1911. r'irectly across the Ohio from Union County are the southern borders
of the states of Indiana and Illinois. See maps, pares 4 and 5.
Generally speaking, the county is well drained by the Ohio and Tradewater
Rivers and their tributaries. A range of hills and ravines extenas through the
center of the county from near the Ohio ;.iver in the west, eastward to the Web-
ster County line. These hills have a maximum elevation of approximately 600
feet south of Morranfield, the County Seat, while the minimum elevation is ap-
proximately 315 feet above sea level in the area where the Ohio and Tradewater
Rivers converre. In addition to the hills end uplande, there is a larre area
of level lands extendin7; to the river bottoms alon,; the Ohio which makes the
County one of the best agricultural counties in Kent:cky.
The pple (yr the County are principally of English, 6eotch, and Irish
descent. Their forbears !-I-rated from the eastern seabnerd states. The people
of Union County are imbued with a spirit of civic pride and respect for law.
Since the beginning of the County, they have shown unusual interest in schools
and churches.
1
Works Prceres:, i.eministration Writers' ?reject, Union County, rust an Iros-ent. i.merican Guide Series, Schuhmann Frintinr, Cc., Louisville, Ky. 141. p.1.2
Ibid. p. I.
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As a resit, more churches and schools haves been bu.lt teen are eoe needed
for all practical perposes. Today Unicn County is populated principally with
civic-minded substantial, church7oing, business and farm men eel women.
The rrowth of the County was normal and sound from the berinninz because
of the type cf people who first settled there and because their livelihood was
based primarily on an arricultural economy. Table I, pare 7, shows the popu-
lation growth and fluctuation. It will be noted that the population increased
steadily from 1610 to 1900, a period of ninety years. The peak was reached in
1900 with a pcpulation of 20,326. Then for the next thirty years there was a
slow decline to 1930. There was a slieht increase from 1930 to 1940. These
firures do not, of course, rive conclusive evidence that the population will
remain static fer the next forty or fifty years. There are too many uncer-
tainties and unknowns to safely make such a prediction. A sudden upheaval
could cause the population to fluctuate drastically either up or down. The
results of the estatlishine of Camp Breckinridge and its abandonment or reten-
tion may oe se unforeseen chanres. At present it seems that the normal popu-
lation has not as yet been rreatly changed by the establiehment of the Camp.
In the lirht of the above facts, therefore, one cannot safely predict the fu-
ture, hawever it would seem that the normal population for the next several
years in Union should be eemewhere herr the le,000 figure.
Durinr the period of history prier to the berinnine of the Civil War,
records show that a great number of slaves were awned in Union County, and
that the farm lands in the county were composed of larr-a estates.
3
listed 6E1 farms in Union County in the year 1850. Feginninf immediately after
The cenruS
the Civil War until 1900, the trend err tcwerd the breaking up of tho
estates ieeo smeller farms. The eeak weL- reached in 1900 with a tote: cf 2,279
W.F.e. rriters' Pre4ect op. cit., p. 59.-
TABLE I















Works Proress Aiministration Writers' Project op. cit.
reasus of the United States, 1930. Washingtou,D.C.
&Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940,Agricu1ture, Vol.
I, Statieticel Report, Washinston, D.C.
independent fern units. In 1S00, the trend reversed itself and e coneoliea-
tion movement was apparent. See Table II, pare 9. This movement continued
until ebout 1S30. In 1935 a slight increeee in the number of farms was re-
corded. Another downwsrd trend in the number of farms then began after 1935
to 1940 at which time tnere were 1217 farms in Union County. It is signifi-
cant that the population trend followed closely the trend in the number cf farms.
Again the statistics presented are not conclusive evidence that the num-
.. ber of farms and the ty-)e of agriculture in Union County has reached a atage
where chanee will not come about in future year.. The establishment of Camp
Breckinridge in Union County absorbed come 30,000 acres of land and greatly
reduced the nunber of farms. The uncertainty as to the future of the Camp
precludes 'any predictions as to the number of farms in the County in the fu-
ture.
Statistics reveal, however, that a great number of chanres have come about
in the kind of fermi which is now done in oomparison to that which wei3 car-
ried on a few years arc.
As the number of farms has decreed, the average site of the farms has
increased. See Table II, pare 9. T're ese of tractors, trucks, and power-
driven farm machinere in recent year has lessened the need for horses and
mules as beasts of trxrie:, rer-ultiL in a decline in the number cf these ani-
mals.
With modern farm machinery increasing in amount and efficiency, the need
for tenent farmers has decreased. With the decrease of tenant farmers, the
importance of tobacco has waned until Union County no longer produces tobacco
to any great extent. See Table 1IT, par,e O.
Farticuler emphaFis tods7 is placed on t)-. nrce-uction of 15vertock, eepec-
ia:ly beef cattle. In 192, the County was accorded the d4 etinction of benc
the first county in the United Stater to be free of scrub sires in beef cattle.
TABLE II
MUMBER OF FARMS, AVERAGE SIZE CF FAJWS, NUMBER OF FLRM TENARTS
_















Sie n ' Prams
1FZ0 17.5 Acres
1935 148.8 hcres




Sixteenth census of the United StLter 194. i. •
L:VE STOCK PRODCCTIOU, UNION COUNTY, KENTUCEY
_Lnimals year Number
Beef Cattle 1930 11.E93
/940 18.63










*Eirteent cerlaus of the United State:, 140, cp. cit.
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Second in importance to profuction of beef cettle comes the production of hogs.
In the pest, sheep producticn wes cerrie cn to e much greater extent then to-
day. There are secticns of the county ideally situated for sheep producticn
except for the fact that there has been no effective means reached to control
does. In recent years there has been an increase in the production cf poultry.
There is an increase also in the emphasis being placed on production of hay
and small grains. See Table TV, pate 12. The stetietics presented in Table
rv are not conclusive because they dc not cover a sufficiently lcng period of
time, yet, by them, observetions made by one County are,
to a certain extent, substantiated and given
It has beeu pointed out already that the
famdlier with Union
validity.
economy of Union County is and
ha e been from the beeinuieg primarily an agricultural economy.
However, it is well to consider some of the industries which have flour-
ished ELVi waned through the years, end those industries which have remeined
fairly ecnstant and promise to continue for several years to come.
In the early history of the County, valuable timber grew in abundance.
LurA.erine wes an importent industry. The primary purpose, of course, was to
clear the land for agriculture. This being the case, no effort was made to
conserve and there was no thoueht of reforestation. As the supply of timber
diminished, the lurberine indurtry wane ,7 until at I.:, present time practi-
cally all the county is cleared and only a few smell sawmille nem operate.
These operate purely for local consumption.
Distilling was another industry which CEMA into oeing about 187b and
lasted until shortly after the turn of the century. A distillery was located
in Unicetown and at one time enployed 1.0•^0 SOO men. About 1O8, the dictil-
lery WEE disrw..mtle!'_. meved t i.oua villa.'.11 eerier' the d]stlline indus-
try in the County.
Near the close of the Civil Aar, the tobacco acreeee in the County was
FIELD CROP PRODUCTION, UNICN COUNTY, KENTUCKY







Wheat 1929 8.564 acres
1934 ,727 acres
Barley 1934 2.49e bua
1939 19,058 by.













AiSixteenth Census Report of the United States, 2$40, op. ci'
"Alt
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greatly enlerred. A werehouee for buyin end stere,tn- wac erected in Union-
town. The operation of this enterprise continued until knout 1910. It wee
then discontinued and the mftrket was tranaverred tc Menderscn. Thus ended
another industry. The production ol tobscoo in the County has continued to
decrease until very little is cow produced.
In the past, the manufacture of brisk has been carried on at Sturgis and
at Uniontown. This enterprise has now: a1se (aseaed to exirt.
There are numerous other smell entererieem which have flourished and ceased
to exist in the history of the County. Time and space do not perm1t their sep-
arate considerstion in this thesis and it is doubtful whether thr importance
justifies it.
The industry which is nert in importaec.e tg arriculture in Unicn County
is the production of oosl. Coal production in the County hes played an impor-
tant pert in its eccnomic derelopmert rrom thc early history %.,ntil the present
time. Some communities owe their birth and existence to the Ohio River and
early river transportation. Others owe their oeeinninee and erow-th to the pro-
duction of coal. Many mines which once opereted in the county ha 'oar since
closed. New mines heve been developed to take their place. 1 a large
mine operrted in Waverly. It is now closed. Another mine was US
around whi-% Itre of Dekoven Tt has c3oeed. Sttrgis owes much
of its growth and development to the production of coal. Yet some of the mines
have closed in Sturris and one new one near Sturris hes recently been opened.
Coal is now produced at Sturris and near Sturgis, at Uniontown and et Moreen-
field. The Hemmack Coal Compary at S“llivan beran production in 1939. That
year 1,000 tons were produced. This mine produced 3,000 tons in 1939, 5,000
Lns iu 1940, 7,000 tone in 1941, 8,000 tor. in 3942, 10,000 tens in 19.4?)
1b,000 tons 4 n 1944. The Merinnis Coal ComLeny at Moreanfield has avered
• "••••••
' "u'r ""11:"M"'" •
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65,000 tcns per year since 1941. The production of coal is still and
to continue as an important industry in the economic life of Union !!or
many years to come. The West Eentucky Coal Company produces the major port
of the coal, and has for many yeers. See Table V, pare 15.
Oil production in the County has come into being within the last thmset
years, and there has been a remarkable growth in the production. This o::
boom hos almost been overlooked due to the fact that the establishment cr Camp
Breckinridoe and of the Sturgis Air. Port has SO overshadowed it, togetme-r with
the defense and war impact. See Table V, page 15,on Oil Production.
ture of oil production is, of course, problematical due to uncertaintiee (.7.1P that
industry.
Transportation has pleyed an important pert in the history and develivroeL"t
of Union County. In the besinning, the water transportation afforded c7
Ohio River was by far the most important, caucing the development of
ties alone the river, such as Caseyville and Uniontown. Then came the 6o..:
of reilroads. The emphasis was transferred then from water to rail. A
checked tho growth of water front communities and gave impetus to the f-r-w'r•II
of inland towns. Waverly, Yorranfield, Sturris, and Sullivan are examm.-0,4 of
those towns served by railroad transportation facilities.
At the present time Union County is sered by only one railroad.
note Central line runs through the County from the north to the south. A 1.1..--anch
line of the Louierille and Nashville Railroad Company formerly ran from -:-..oter in
Webster County to Worganfield. This line was discontinued recently and trerse
tracks were taken up.
Jost as railroads followrA: weter transportetion and rrew in
until weter rensportetion wt eimest eliminated except for hatcy freio--

























Records of Union 7ounty Court Clerk Office.
'Records of Wert Kentucky CoLl Co., EErlincton, Kentucky.
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tance of railroad transporteUon.
Union County is fortunate in having a good road system. U. S. Highway
No. 60 runs through the County ncrtY an.: south from the Henderson County
line north of Viaverly to the Crittenden County line south of Sullivan. Ken-
tucky State Highway No. 56 runs throurh Union County from the Webster County
line on the east through Morganfield west to the Ohio River at a point oppo-
site Shawneetown, Illinois.
Kentucky State Highway No. 85 runs through the western part of the County
from a junction with No. 56 about two miles from the Ohio River to Sturgis
where No. 85 joins U. S. Highwey No. 60. State Hirhway No. 85 and U. S. High-
way No. 60 are joined from Sturris to Sullivan in the southern pert of the
County. They separate at Sullivan, U. S. No. 60 continuing south to Marion
and State Hirhwey No. 85 turning east to a junction one mile north of Provi-
dence with U. S. Eighivay No. 41.
In addition to these main hi hways, Unicn County has 160 miles of in-
4proved county roads and 2=0 miles of unimproved roads. See Traffic Flow
'Map, Fere 17.
The growth of good roads in Union County, as elsewhere, has tended to
eliminate time and distance and hus caused remarkable changes in the economy
of the County. This has, in turn, brought about chen7eL in the school system
which will be considered later.
Before the era of good roees, the situation in Union County was quite
similar to that of mcst other Kentucky counties. There were many small com-
munities centered around the general crossroads store, the church and the ele-
mentary school. In those days on eirhth grade educction was consiHered ede-
quate fcr he vast mejor4 ty or 7.eocl.:. 7#F,FE, small commun!1-:€s aerve:. as the
basis.upon which America grew. The small churches and schools made a distinct
47
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and valuable ccntritution to the economic, social, and religious progress of
the country. The fen whieh remain are still makin e that contribution.
With the comine of good roads and the invention of the automobile, the
quiet and e'en tempo of life in the small cowmunities Was rudely disturbed
and shaken. It was the beeinnine of the end for the so-called "horee and
buy" deys. This trend beean shortly after the turn of the century and con-
tinues at the present time. The movement has been more rapid is some sections
of the country, of course, than in others. In some sections the small com-
munities are all completely one while in a few places we find them holding
their identity almost as completely as they held it forty or fifty years ago.
There is a great deal cf truth in the adaee, "For everything we gain, we
lose somethine." The small communities rained in many ways, but lost so far
as local control was concerned. reerine this period of chanee and adjustment,
generally people were ready to accept the automobile, the new farm machinery,
and the improved household conveniences. They were moving forward in every
wey except one. They did not want the school to chance. "It was eood enough
for their fathers, it should be rood enough for their grandchildren." It
is perfectly natural that meny people felt that way, since the school was so
cloee to them, and because of almost absolute local control.
The youth, however, began to went more than the elementary school ef7'ered
and gradually a few began to enter high school in the independent graded dis-
tricts mainteized in the small towns.
As more of the students became interested in a hirh school education,
a demand came fer rural hieh schools. This trend began shortly after World
War I. e.; a result, hundreds of small hieh schools were este-:lished during
the twenties throughout Fentucky. Some cf these schools were efficient end
eti)1 exist today, but a greet mejority of them fai:e- to produce the desi.red
19
results, Iaarticularly the one, two an three-year high schools. In the
early thirties, these small hirh schools bean to close and that trend has
continue l to the present time. This is a rather general statement of the his-
tory of sehools in Kentucky as we consider in detail the history of schools
in Union County it will be seen that Union has followed the trend renerally
found in Kentucky.
In addition to the public schools of the Union County System, there
are in the County the independent District of Uniontown and a number of paro-
chial schools.
Accordinr to the history of the County, the first public school build-
ing in Uniontown was erected in 1890 and an addition was built in 1895. A
new rymnasium was built in Uniontown a few years aro in honor of Mr. Otis
Hawkins, Superintendent of the Uniontown Schools. At the present time a
twelve-7:re-',e service ie offered at the Unioetown school.
Throueh the years the parochial schools or the County have contributed
to the religious an educational welfare of the County. At the present time
there are three parochial hirh schools in the county an. five elementary
schools.
Within the past fifteen years, man:, changes have taken pleee in the pub-
lic school evstee, of Union Ceunty.
In 1932-33, hirh school service was offered at four schools in the Uniont
County System; Pride, Dekoven, Foxville and grove Center. At that time Stureis
and Morranfield Public Schools were independent districts. High school ser-
vice was offe-ed in both Stureie and Morranfield. The total number of public
high schocls in the County in 1932-33 was seven.
In IC26-27, thPrn wer f-crte-eirht e1ementary rural echocln, in Union
County. Four of these elementary schocle were discontinued in 1923-29 or con-
• ....yip-. • ....00M01,011111011,011
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solidated with other schocls. Two were consolidated in 1930-51, leavins
forty-two at the cicse of the school year 1931. Five were ccnsclidated dur-
ing t*e.e school year 1932-33, leaving thirty-seven at the end of the year 1933.
. Fifteen were consolidated in 1934-35. ThiF left twenty-two elementary schools
in the county system at the end of' the school year 1935. In 1935, Dekoven
High School was consolidated with the Grove Center High School.
In 1937, the Sturris Independent District merged with the County System.
Marge-afield followed suit in 1.3S. The hirh schools at Grove Center, Hoxville,
d Pride were discontinued and the hirh school students from those communi-
ties were transported to Sturris and Morganfield.
In 1942, when Camp Breckinridre was established in Union County, five
schools were located in the area taken in by Camp Ereckinridre
At the end of the school year 1945 there were ten white and two colored
schools in the Union County System. The consolidsticn movement has moved rani'4-!
ly in the County especially since the enactment of the present school code in
1934. Perhaps the mo-Tement has rone a little too rapidly, workin7 hardships on
the people in some cases when the lack of ("poi roads handicapped an effective
proeram of transportation.
The decline in the census in the last few years has followed the trend in
the state. This has been troueht a .t b:' 7eople movin; rrom r-ti areas to
industrial centers to engare in war work. See Table VI, par,e 21.
In keepim7 with the decline in census, the number of teachers in Union
County has been reduced. See Table VII, oaee 22 . The number in the f)uture
will probably ranee from seventy-five to eirhty-five.
The increese in the number of teachers from 1937-38 to 1938-39 was brourht
about by Yorranfiel-'. revertin- tc the Count:, E:.ste:-.
4
















wunaR OF TEACS. UNION con= SalOOLS
Year White Colored Total
1937-3S 69 6 75
1938-39 86 11 97
1939-40 82 11 93
1940-41 79 11 90
1941-42 79 11 90





rds Office, Union County Pow_rd of Education
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There are too many untrtainties and possibilities of unexpected changes
to predict future developments within definite limits. From the data pre-
sente2 in this charter, an, in the liht of past developments and trends, there
is some reason, at least, to justify the following assumptions:
1. The population cf Union County will probably continue for the next
few decades near the 18,000 figure.
2. The economy of the County will continue with arriculture and the
production of coal as the basis.
3. There will be continued improvement in the road system and further
consolidation of sdhools.
4. A better prorram of transL:ortation is a necessity, in order to give
children in the remote sections of the county an opportunity equal to that
enjoyed by children located in the more thickly populated center.
5. The majority of the children of the County School System will be
located in Sturris and Worranfield respectively.




For man years schocl transportation ha E been carried on in Fentucky.
Parents iniivioually have taken care of the transportation of their own child-
ren to school, in many instances. They have grouped torether and pooled their
rasouraes, time, and facilities in many oases. Children have been transport-
ee to and from school in every conceivable type of vehicle from broken-dawn
hearses to the most modern school buses, even trains and trolley oars, ponies
and bicycles, have been used. See photographs, pages 25 ancl 26.
School transportation at public expense to any great extert, however, is
of comparatively recent inauguration. Increased impetus was to public
school transportation after 1934 up until the outbreak of World War II in 1941.
Since the beginning of the war, the pro-ram has not expanced; in fact, it has
been retarded. See Table VIII, Pare 27. The decline in the number of chil-
dren transported in Union County from 1941-42 to 1942-43 is due to the fact
that approximately 800 families moved out of the Camp area. When new equip-
ment is available again, there will be a great need an demand for new buses,
and transportation, no doubt, will arkin expand.
One of the difficult problems pertaininr to transportation is that ede-
qate have never been provided by the state to carry on a program
and local districts have been limited by tax rate restrictions until they could
not raise '.'ne revenue locally. Boards of education have tried to operate a
program of transportation out of budrets which were already inadequate. As a
result there has been a lack of Planninr and various makeshift programs have
b-an carried an. The children in tne end have been the ones to suffer.
In the beginning, a majority of hcar - s of eeucatioa in tentuc...7y, tocether
with school administrators, %.:,lieved that the transportation proeram could be
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more effectively and economicelly carried on by contractiee wits p este indi-
ciduals to treneport children.
Foerds of education and school aeministratore are oamLee to the conclu-
sion that a better prorrem of transpertation can be carried on with reblicly
awned vehicles. This fact is borne out by the treads established in the state
as evidenced by statistics compiled by the State Department of Education.
Throueh experience and observation, the writer is of the opinion that
public ownership of buses is more desirable and econom cal. At the present
time, the Union County Board of 'education awns six school buses and contracts
with private individuals for the operation of five buses. The Board of Edu-
cation her purchased four new buses for the year 1945-46, and will continue
to work eredually toward public Ownership completely.
There is reason to believe, also, that boards of education and school
eeminctretore have practiced false economy by having an insufficient number
of vehicles. The veeles have been overloaed and driven too far which rap-
idly resulted in exeesve wear at If twice as many buses were used,
and if each one were driven just half ae far at the proper speed, no ccubt
it WOUld lest more than twice as long. •
Due to leek of plennine on routine of buses, and false sense of economy,
buses have have been required to make three, fours sometimes more, tripe.
Children have been required to leave hcene too early in the morning and have
been on the road too lone. They have been kept on the besee too long in the
afternoon, and have reached home too late at night. See Map, pare 29. A
sufficient number of buses, each require te make only one t:4, to e
erest extent, solve thi problem. See rap, page 3C. .
Another problem cf treme care eortetion is the proper of equipment aech
as stcrare and maintenence. In far too mem:: cases n tc state, nc reTition
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side of roads, in lanes, and in buck yards. They are at the mercy of the weath-
er and, as a result, it is difficuit to start them in cold weather, resulting
in excessive wear and tear when they are pulled by other vehicles in order to
start them. This situation has existed in Union County.
The prorram of improvement for the Union County Schools provides for the
erection of two school bus garages. See Plan, page 32. These buildings will
be located on the school grounds at Sturgis and Morganfield, respectively. The
transportation program for the present for white children will revolve around
these two units as the axis.
The buildings will be heated with stoves at the present time. Later,
as planned, they will be steam heated from a central plant. Each rarare is
designed to house eight buses. The builaines are 128 feet long and 40 feet
deep. The majority of school buses at the present time in Kentucky have an
overall leneth of not exceedine thirty feet. These garares are purposely
made deeper in order to accommodate longer buses if and when they are used in
Eentucky. Each garage will be equipped with a grease pit and all necessary
tools for minor repairs and maintenance. Cissoline pumps will be installed and
ami air compressors will be necessary. See phetograph, pare ::z3
The purpose of the rarares is not to enter into competition with commer-
cial garages any more than cafeterias are Oesiened to ,;,,:ipete with restaurants.
The primary p:.:rpose of both games and cafeterias ir to render more efficient
school service for the children. It is planned to have capable mechenics, one
.1 at each garage, to have charge of maintenance and repairin. of buses.
Another problem of transpertation is the recurine of capable drivers. It
is difficult to find pro-2er kind of re at the salaries which boards are
able to pay, which averaets *40.0"..) per month in the state. Lt that selery, it
is necessary for drieers to have other employment in order to earn a livin:.
A _A
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It is difficult then to find a job which will work in with a school bus




with varying degrees of success. The chief difficulty encountered when jan-
itors are drivers is that they shoAd be doing janitorial work at exactly the
time they are on the school bus.
There has been a greeter shortage of men tethers than of women teach-
ers during World Wer II for two cr three obvious reasons. More of then have
been drafted into the armed services, and higher salaries have induced them
to enter war industries. With publicly-owned buses, kept in good mechanical
condition, operating from a central point, it will be posEitle to use men 
E
teachers as drivers. This work will not interfere too rreetly with their
actual teaching if they make only one trip in the morning and one trip in the
afternoon. Using men teachers ES drivers will tend, also, to solve aiscii„li-
nary problems on the buses. In addition, the extra salary paiC men teachers
fcr work as drivers will be an inducement for more of then to return to the
profession when hostilities cease, and'will, perhaps, cause more young men to
look toward school work as a profession.
The program of transportetion for colored children, in some ways, is more
easily plf-Ined than for w's:se children. In other ways the program is :Lore dif-
ficult.
The greet majority of the colored children in Union County are locEted at
Sturgis, Yorranfield, Unisatown, and V,averly. Good roads connect all these
points. These children can easily be reached by bus, with few if any stops
enroute to asn from school.
The difficult proble:. pertani.n; tc transportst3oa cf ccicre ch::dT
is reachng the few scatters-' families in the rural cress.





or colored chilren Et the Dunbar School. Two buses used exclusively for
colc-ed children will suffice at the present time. Furteer needs may re-
quire more.
The transportation program as planned will, therefore, call for eight
buses fcr white children at Sturgis, eight buses for white children at Vor-
ganfield, and two buses for colored children at Lunbar. A total cf eighteen
buses will then be used.
This transportation prorran will provide for further consolidation. As
planned, Pride, Sullivan, and Caseyville will be consolidated with Sturgis.
Hancock, Hite, .21e1!1ents, and a part of Spring Grove will be consolidated with
Morganfield. See Map, pa -a 36 . The remainder of Spring Grove will be con-
solidated with urove Center. This will leave tsrove Center as the only rural
school in the County System.
A modern six-from brick building was constructed at Grove Center in
1937. This building, unfortunately, has never been utilized to its full
cepacity. See photograph, pare 37 . A preeter number of children from the
section south and vicet of Spring Grove will be housed at Grove Center when
a few miles of additional ros ere constructed in that area.
A modern -oar, building was also constructed at Boxville in 1937.
See photorraph, page 38 . This buildinr was sold by the oliard of Educe tion
to the United Stetes 5overnment when Cam:-, Breckinrid7e Was estatliehed. Thie
buildlnr stands intact today. 7t was designed to house tee daildren who for.
mer2y lid in the territc.,ry taken in by the Camp.
Ti the lent .a this section should tf used ac-.in for arriculturc, a need
. the school bu'iiin mict again arise. :hen it right be ag.visatle for
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elementary children in the boxville arca.
The colored program will provide for ell high school children in the
County and all elementary children in the County, with the exception of the
colored parochial children at Waverly, to attend the Dunbar School. These
children at iiaverly should be permitted to come to the Dunber School pro-







To provide an improved and acceptable procran of transportation for
the Union County Schools will necessitate the following:
1. Public ownership of buses.
2. A sufficient number of buses to enable each to ru.ke only one trip.
3. The construction of storae,e and maintenance rErsres.
4. A separate prorrram of transportation for white and colored chil-
dren.
5. The employment of men teachers as bus drivers insofar as this
is expedient and possible.
S. An expanded prorrem of transportation to reech acre completely







At the present time, there are four elementary colored schools in the
County and one high school. Two of the elementary schools are loceted in the
County System. Rosenwald is a two-room colored school with a six-grade ser-
vice for approximately ninety children at Sturgis. There are approximately
120 children in the Dunbar elementary school at Morganfield, and 34 children
in the Dunbar High School. See photograph, page 42 . An elementary colored
school is operated by the Uniontown Independent District with an eight-grade
service for about thirty children. The Blessed Martin DePorres colored paro-
chial school at Waverly enrolls about sixty children. In round numbers, there-
fore, there are 330 children of the colored race in Union County for which
--;
educational service must te provided. There are other children of school age
who are not attending school for various reasons, the chief problem being
accessibility.
The buildings in which these colored children are housed are substandard -.
and inadequate. The buildings are poorly designed without proper heating and 7
restroon
When the L. k N. Railroad discontinued operation in Union County about
193e, it offered for sale certain property in Morganfield consisting of about
twenty acres of land on which there were standing three dwelling houses which
had been occupied by Cami:eny employees. The Union County Board of iducation
purchatf-f. this prooerty. The plan is to use it as e building site for the
future colored buildinge. In the 'jeerh-.42, the Boaret of EducEtion soie the
Ecxville school Property to t.he United StE.es aoverament. The buil-linre on







stancs, also a large frazie rmnasium. :hc_ Board cf Educetion then
 exercised
its option an'. reclaimed the frame gymnasium at a reduced firu
re. This ;ym-
necium WES rated, meved to Morranfield, and rebuilt on the property 
purchased
from the railroad company.
This rrmnasium will serve as the nucleus around which the 
colored build-
ing prorrem will rest. See ruildinr Flan, page 
44 • This building is de-
siened to care for all the colored children in Union County, p
rovided the
Independent District of Uniontown and the parochial colored school at
 heverly
see fit to send their children to the Dunbar School.
Due to the fact that the Board of Education awns some twelve o
r fifteen
acres of land cn which to construct the colored building, it is p
ossible to
use a one-story buildinr. In using a one-story plan it is not 
necessary to
construct a fire-proof structure. Yet the danger from fire is kept a
t a min-
i_rlen because of breaks in the buildinr plan and by providing a su
fficient rim-
her ofof exits. vote the two wings at the ends of the main buildinr, e
xcept for
a. covered walkway. This building is desirned to care for the first 
eirht grades
with one grace in each room. ,'he first four grades are to occupy the f
our rooms
in the north win- at the right of the main building. F.estrcom facili
ties are
provided for this rcup of children at rear of the north wing. Rooms de
sirned
for the upper four grades as designed are located at the north end of the 
mein
building ad:iacent to the winr housing the lower gredez. The two rooms 
at the
rirht of the main entrance tr,(1 the r-om lsted "Commerciel" directly acr
oss the
hall from these two rooms are designed as hieh school class rooms.
The Principal's office i at the rirht of the rein entrance. This 
places
the ?rincipel near the center cf' activities and permit: him to more easi
ly su-
3 pervise.
1,estrooe fexiiities are rrovieed for high schocl stut.ents openin7 fr
om
the corricors leading to the combinetiec rymnasium-euttitorium. These restroom
1
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facilities are also to be used by the eeeerel tJublic at athletic rtliltE tald
comnunity prcerems. There are nary arrurrente aeainst a combination gymnasium
and auditorium. However, without a sufficient number of children, a separate
eeditcrium and gymne:.iue cannot be justified. There is not a sufficient num-
ber of colored children in Unison County to justify the separate buildings,
tnerefore the combination euditorium-eymnasium is designed.
At the left of the main entrance on the left side of the hall is located
the library; next, the study hall; and at the end of the hall, a regular class
room. Tee library and study hell are near the center of the building and the
Principal's office which is desirable from the stendpoint of supervision.
At the left of the in entrance on the rieht side of the hall is located
the Home Economics classroom and the cafeteria. between these two rooms is
a kitchen with an outside entre-see. The kitchen is detirned fcr use by Home
Economic students in addition for preperetion of foori to be used in the oefe-
teria. It is highly important that more attention be peid to nutrition In or-
der to protect the health end well-being of students.
The south wine at the left of the main buildine is desiened as an aeri-
culture shop room, aericulture class r,oe. and 'school bus rerere. Only buses,
perhaps two, for colored children will be stored in this building. It is
imperteat thfe 7ecilit1ee be provided whereby eolcred boys are riven train-
ice in menus' erts.
union County.
Very little attention has been elven to this problem in
This is, no dcubt, one of the reasons why so few colored boys
have cere_leted high schocl in this County.
The heating plant for thc Dunbar School buildine will be placed in a
basement at the rear of the auditorium. This will serve as a safety precaution,
einee te,ere woel: be a erefter fire hr sr i' the hesTene plant wee placed




The soecificetions for this buildinr will provide for a frame struc-
turs on a solid concrete foundation. The building should be storm-sheathed
and covered with white asbestos siding. This will make an attrEctive, prac-
tical, end substantial school building for the colored children of Union
County.
With present enrcllmenl-s of colored children in the various schocls in
the County, the proposed buildinc, comclete cannot be justified unless all
colored childreL are hou.,ed there. There s-e enourh children in the Union
County System to justify the main building. The wince can be added if and
when the need makes thei desirable.
47
Sturr s School Unit
A modern high school buildinr was ccnstructed in Sturgis in 1937. This
building is surficiently large to take care of future needs so far as regular.
clesroom space is concerned. See photorrephs, pages 48 and 49
• :The building was well planned with two exceptions. A drainage problem. .
exists because the 'cuilding was ccnstructed with the floor joists too near
the rround. The ground around the building is flat and in order to take care
of the surface water, a fill will have to be made near the building.. This
will, no doubt, neceisitate concrete retaining walls placed around the building
on at least two sides.
Before the Sturgis sigh Scnool building was constructed, the Sturgis
Independent Board of -Education had a contract with the Employees Mutual Bene-
fit Association of Sturgis whereby the Board leased a building ccnsisting of
4 a gymnarium and auditorium awned by the E.V.F.A. for athletic games and com-
mencement programs. A small auditorium was also avrailaUe in the old high
school building, which still stands, for schocl pros. The E,M,B.A, build-
inc has no/7 been sold and is no longer available. Perhaps the board of educa-
tion, assuminr, that the arran7ement with the E.M.B.k. would opntinue, or
assuminr that the ratan auditoriur would suffice, failed to plan properly the
gvmnasium pr.7ich was constructed In the !low high school building. At any rate,?
the gymnasium in the hirh school is too near the ground to provide for venti-
latioi under the floar. As a result, the floor placed in the building in 1937
will have to be replaced within a very znert time. :here are no dressing rooms
adjacent to the 7.vmnasium and there is no stage at all. The small c.!tc,ri.im
in the old hIrr school bn:Ildinr will ec.t*.pproximately 400 :':le only. nere
are approximately 850 :_!hildren in the Sturgis school.


























the present hi-h s,!hoo1 huildine as a r.ccieus. The proposed -,r4.ram will
transform the present gymnasium into an auditorium.
An extension will be built out from the west side of the present gym-
nas!um. The stare will be placed in the extension. The auditorium will ex-
tend east to west whereas the gymnasium now extends north and south. The
'floor will be raised and elevated. This plan will provide an auditorium
..-Aa.pable of seating 800 to 1,000 people.
The band and music room will be placed under the stage in a half-basement
roam. This arranrement has the bad feature of using a basement room. The
desirable factors, however, seel to outweigh the one undeeirable feature justi-
fying the arrangement.
The band room in the basement can more easily be sound-proofed. This
prevents band practice disturbin7 other classroom work. The band room is lo-
cated near the stage and oentrelly located to the extent that children from
the high school and elementary buildings have easy access to the vusic man.
The elementary children of the first five grades of the Sturris school
are housed in a brick structure constructed in the year 1906. See photograph,
page 51 . This buildin7 has three stories, with the lower floor beinr7 some
three feet below the groun level. The building contains ten classrooms on
the two main floors, with numerol!s smell rooms, clset ,nl ieLd end alia. A
winding stairway of wood leads uorward from the main entrance of the building
to the second floor. The floors of the two upper stories are of wood. The
flocs of the basement rooms are of concrete or brick. All restroom facili-
tas and the furnace tre located In the basement. Although there are two
metal fire escapes on the north and south sides of this tr.:ilding, it is dan-
rers from th:-. stao.-Joinl :f The roo-ns on t1 e northwest of the
/dine cannot be u ,eciustly heated despite the fact that a new furnace wt.,
ixtelled in the building in 1943. This idi is otaclete and does not
A.; .04■04; • "P-rwisicrird""`"


meet minimum standards l'rom the standpoint of heat, lirht and safety.
The upper rrecLe building, which was formerly the nirh schocl
thour7h a much newer building than the lower grade buildinr, is nevertneless,
obsolete FInd inadequate. This building is a brick structure, constructed
in the year 1921. See photograph, page 53 . It contains four regulation
size classrooms on the main floor with two small rooms. A long, dark hall
runs the length of the building extending along the rear of the small audi-
torium. The restroom facilities are located in the basement. Lthletic
equipment is stored in two poorly lirhted rooms in the basement on the south
side of the building. The cafeteria is located in two similar rooms in the
basement on the north side of the building. The floors and stairways in this
building are constructed of wood. This building is not as dangerous from the
standpoint of fire as the lower elementary building since it is only a two-
story building with the lower floor level some three feet below !round level.
It is more °soil:, heated, also. Nevertheless it is inadequate and filled with '
waste space, and is in such manner that practical and economical alter-
etons to any great extent are next to impossible.
:he proposed plan of improvement for the St..;.rgis school comtemplates raz-
ing these two buildings, conserving all usable materials for use in the construc-
tion of the new builetn.7s,
The plot plan, pare 59 shows the present high school building facing_
Kelsey Street, the proposed elementary buildings facing Tenth and Eleventh
Streets, respectively. West of the elementary building on Tenth Street is
shown the school bus 7arare now under construction. West of the proposed ele-
mentary building on Eleventh Stret is the proposed buildirr! for arriculture'
shop, etc.
The Union County Board of Education awns the property from Tenth to





name of tie Street; however the architect used the nano as a metter of identi-
fication. To consusion, the street will be called Stedium Street in
this plan. The lot west of Stadium Street is awned by the West Yentacky Goal
Company. :t would be necesssry to purchase this property for the propcaed
rymaasium, stadium and at}Iletic field. To place the rymnatium on the lot as
plotted, it will 'de necessary to close ;;;ieventh Street at the intersection
with Stadium Street. The city authorities of Sturgis have informed the board
of education they will cooperate in this matter.
It will be noted the proposed heating plant is not shown on the plot
plan nor in the detailed plans of the buildings.
There are three or four different plans being considered--a separate
building for central plant constructed on the lot facing Stadium Street mid-
way between the school bus r,arar-e and the arriculture shop; a central heat-
ing plant located in the shop buildin.-; or a plant loceted beneath the audi-
torium of the hirh school buildinf:.
Further study, a survey 1..y competent heating enineers, and estimates
of cost will be necessary before final conclusions can reached relative
to the heating
The reneral plans for the two elementary buildinrs will be identical;
therefore a ty2icel plen is :- reented.
There is a slirht error in the plan. The larre pleyroom is shown on
the second floor. The playroom will be placed on the lower floor of one
elementary buildir. 1 for lower grede children, and the cafeteria-kitchen
will be placed on the lower floor of the other elementary building for upper
gra:z.t children.
Accorclin7 tc the nuTf,r cf• ettenrfin7 the Ftu--'.r rrhocl
and the numoer attending t'ae Castyville, ?rice, an Sullivan sci.ocls, wr.ich
'
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will be consolidated with Sturris, twenty-four elenentary teachers will be
required. See Table II, pa7,e 56 . The two elementAry buildings provide
for a total of twenty-eirht rooms, exl.lusive of the large playroom and the
cafeteria-kitchen combinsion. These two extra rooms in each building are
to be used for the Principal's office, storage of free text books, and li-
brary. The etailed plans are to be made at a later date.
Restroom facilities are provided on both floors. The facilities for
the boys are to be at the end of the building to the right from the main
entrance. The facilities for the girls are located at the end of the build-
in ; to the left from the main entrance. Arranged in this manner, the rest-
rooms for girls are separated from those for the boys by the entire length
of the building. This provides a desirable arrangement.
The restrooms are placed above the ground level at the outside of the
buildinr in order to provide for direct sunlight, which is a powerful disin-
fectant, and to provide for convenience in maintenance and operation.
Three exits from the building, one at each end and one in the center, are
sufficient for safety in case of fire. No unsightly and dan7erous fire escapes
are to be built on the outside of the buildings.
The specifications will call for brick structures, semi-fire proof.
The corridors, stairways, re.,troons are to h. ve fire-proof floors and
the floors of the classrooms are to be of hardwood.
The architectual desien of the two elementary buildings will correspond
to that of the new high school builing.
The ,-ymnasium with the stadi.im adjacent thereto is desirned as a physi-
cal eduction builcr, not merely a eymnasium. We cannot justify the erec-
tion cf such a bu:din for 'casketball alone. The-e must he provision made
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A reruletion basketball floor is provided in this buildinr with ample
storare space for physical educPtion equipment. ple restroom facilities
are provided above he rroan level. The restroom facilities, dressing rooms,
and storare space on the east side of the building facing the stadium are more
desirable than those on the west side of the buildinr, due to the fact that
outside sunlirht is provided.
Often sound mrinciples of school building construction are in conflict.
In order to provide for one, it becomes necessary to compromise on the other.
The one must be accepted which is the more importe.nt.
This situation exists in rerard to the building under consideration.
By connecting the stadium to the physical education building, the same show-
ers, dressinc room and restroom facilities serve for both. 4ts planned, how-
ever, the stadium will nacc the west. This is not a desirable arranremezt
from the standpoint of spectators since they face the sun when afternoon games
are played. This undesirable aspect is somewhat lessened by the fact that most
games are played at nirht. The storare space and facilities under the stadium
are somewhat undesirable from the standpoint o light. To remedy these two
factors, the stadium would have to be constructed as a separate unit and addi-
tional facilf -AeT. Irorided, or the ohysierl education wcu7 t
be constructed at the western instead of the eastern side of the pleyinr field.
This would place the buildinT too fr from the other buildings for convenience
of the children and for a central heatiw: plant.
when all the factors and principles are considered, it seems more desir-
able an economcal to proceed as planned. The stadium is designed to seat
2,000 spectaters. Ths !r 77-rOnet77 too larre st tht bernnfr.7. The cl.adium
can 1-e constructed to seat epproximately 1,20C to begin. with and, if ciecirable,
later edditions m.--y be mer.e.
.41
The architoctual desirn of the physical education building, the garage,
and the agricultural shop does not conforn to the design of the elementary
and high school classroom buildings. This digression is justified from the
standpoint of economy, utility, and the very nature of the buildirlgs.
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The Morganfield School Unit
new high school buildit WRS conctructed in Morgenfield in 1959.
This is a modern building and it well planne6, with the exception of a few
minor details. This hulding will serve as the nucleus around which the
future prorram will be built. See photograph, page 64 .
As et Sturgis, there are two buildings in addition to the high school
buildin.7 on the school lot.
The original building in which the elementary children are now housed
at the Morganfield school was constructed in 1909. See photograph, pure 65 .
An addition was built to this building in 1927. The original building con-
tained eirht large classrooms and four rmall rooms. It is three bturies
high considering the basenert which has, Ls usual, the floor level some
three feet below the ground level.
Festroom fecilities are located in the basement cf this building. T`e
main stairrey in the center of the building at the front is a traditional
• winding one consLructed of wood. The floors, with the exceTtion of the base-
are Cleo of wood. The 1cn sie of' the classrooms cf this building
extend f'r,An the cutsde to a central hEllway. The window.. arc, therefore,
placed in the end (c.' the rooms instead of the side. This arrangement, of
7- course, makes the lighting poor and inadequate in the classrooms, particu-
larly in che enda near the hallway.
The addition which Was built to this building in .1927 consisted of a
gyr..narium-auditorium which is not of regulation size, with an encrmcus study
hall above the gymnasium. The floor level of the gymnasium-auditorium is
four or five feet below thP rr("Uid level. .This arrangement creates a problem
reletive to surface water and .eter cking up the sewers fro= a dentrel sewer
line. •
- 








The ).esting plant is located under the stare. The floor jewel of tke
furnace room is some six or eirrt feet below trO.0 evel. oere 15 aswring
in the basement which flows constantly, requirtnz an automt:ic su—, pamo to
take care cf the water. The electrical cost of operation it higr.
When the addition to the in building was constructed, a metal alide-
5-
-% down fire escape was placed at the rear of the study hall above the stare
! in the auditorium. Two exits fram the ctudy hall were constructed at the
OF.
rear of the original building. These are windIng wood stairways leac.ing from
dark ante-room above.
In the year 1944, six classrooms were arranged in the study hall ory
erecting temporary partitions. The building now contains fourteen class-
rooms. This building is ina7.equate, obsolete, expensive to maintain, and
dangerous from the stardpoint of fire and health recy.Aremente m
The building formerly used 'or elementary children erected in
1892. See photograph, page 67. It is constructed cf brick with wood floors
and stairwey. It is two stories htgh and contains six clastrooms. The
restroom facilities are located on the first floor with the furnace tr the
basemer:t.. Noe tudents have had classes here since 1942. At that time it was
used r''r arriculture strrs-e. When the housirr re-
came acute in the late sumner of 1942 due to the impact brourkt by the estab-
lishment of Camp Breckinridge, the Union County Board of Education transformed
the buildinr into a teacherese. Each clastroom, with one exception, was made
into an apartment. Temporary partitions were placed in the classrooms makimg
smallec r(Jorm for the apartments. Teachers have resided in these apartments
sinc that time. 11 the apertme:;ts are now occupied.
Despite the ff,ct thrt this is a muck o1,3tir building than V= fos-Lwr high




















better building. The cost of making this into an acceptable scho.1 beild-
Lee today, though, wce:le be lmost prohibitive.
One serious handicap with planning for the future builc-ngs at Morgan-
field is the fact that the school lot is too amall to adequately meet the
needs. The Board of Education could well use all te lot from Brady Street
on the east to Casey Street on the west. See plot plan, page 71 . Brady
Street is shown but Casey Street is not. Casey Street runs parellel to
Brady Street at the beck of the garage building. Six frame dwelling Louses
are situated on this lot. For this reason, the purchase price would be pro-
hibitive. This handicap of havin insufficient space for playground at the
korganfield school is somewhat relieved by the fact that the Board of Lduca-
ticn awns an athletic field east of Moreenfield at the eo7e of the city lim-
its on Hiehway 56.
There appears to be an error on the plot plan of the korf:anfield school.
The elementary build4ne can be placed approximately 100 feet farther to the
right than the plea shows. This would relieve ccneeetion between the elemen-
tary building and t -le hirie eehool builc.in, and lessen the danger along the
driveway from the eareee tc Brady Street.
The prcposed pipe at Mort:anfield calls for a gymnasium, an elementary
school builing, end ,e(1. auditorium.
The rymnasium, or physical edecation building, will be erected west of
the high schccl buildine on Morton Street. This buildine will provide a regu-
lation besketbell floor anc:: suficient dressing and rertroom facilities for
all future needs. ncre are four exits from the buildingiwith a covered walk-
way to the main high sehcel building.
There is propoee,i, in ed--'.iton to the p2.sysieLl ecucation buildia ,
four clesereom addition to the rresent hieh school builciiag. These rooms are
— ̀ " • .41'.....kor-,,•••-
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not needed for hirh school clasEes, except the two rooms on the lower floor
which mey be used for an agriculture room and shop. :he two rooms on the
upper floor should be used for upper Elementary rrues.
The rround floor plan provides for the bahr: room under the sta-e as
is provided at Sturnis, and for the se.:Ztt reason.
The cafeteria is shown on the rround floor. The desirable factors present
when the cafeteria is olsced in this way outweigh. the undesirable ones. The
cafeteria will be cool, since the floor level is below the ground surface.
There will be cross-ventilation since windows are provided on both the north
and the south side of the room. The kitchen is undesirable from the stand-
point of and ventilation, yet has the desirable features cf being adja-
cent to the dining room and is planned with an outside entrance to the south.
Unlike the situation at St:rgis, there does not seem to be much choice
relative to the heating plant at korganfield. A central heating plant for
all the buildings does not seem feasible. There is a furnace in the high
school building which, with added sections, wiil be adequate to heat the phy-
sical education building in addition to the hirh school building. This fur-
nace cannot be enlarged to the extent that it w11 also heat the elenentary
buildinr, tere'ore the heatin7 plant for the elementary buildinr and the ga-
rere is provided on the rrottnd floor of the elenentar7 building.
The first floor of the elementary building provides for eirht classrooms,
office, and restroom facilities for both boys and girls. There are three exits
from the buildin . L11 classrooms are desirable, with the exception of the
room directly across the entrance from the office. Tf not need for classroom
use, this room shol!ld serve as a free textbook room.
The ser!--. plan prcrides sven classrooms an a study hall an li-
brary. This study h!ll should, perha7.,c, be coLaidered ES two classrooms. hart-
room facilities Ere also provided for both boys and girls on the second flccr.
This plan (alls for fourteen classrooms of rer!ulation sire, with one
small classroom. The study hull and library would provide for two more, if
needed.
The Yorganfield plan is more difficult to work out than the Sturgis plan
due to the fact t'.ut the school lot is much smaller. A greater number of
plans were irecessery because of the fact that three floors must be provided
in the Lorganfield elementary school since there is only one building. Two
floors are necest.ury only at Et-,;rgic, with two instead of one elementary
buildinp; shown. Further stud.; cn details must be made at both places before
the final plans are drawn.
W!th the srhools consolidated as has been proposed at Sturis and ger-
ganfield, it is probeHe, with slight increases in enrollment which are ex-
pected after the war, that twenty-four elementary teachers will also be re-
quired at Worganfield. See Table X, page BD .
It is very probable that. the eir;ht-four plan of orraniration will con-
tinue to be uses.
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L long-tern program of improvement must be achieved by setting up
0:ort-term programs, which, as they materialize, become a part of the long-
term program and fit in as a definite part or the pattern. Step by step,
te specific short-term program rrows into the reneral program. The steps
should be determined according to need, cost, and ability to realize the
It seems that the buildings proposed should be constructed in
the orderas follows:
1. The rarare buildings should be constructed first because the need
for a solution of the transportation problem is most urgent, and these will
be the least expensive buildings to construct.
2. The colored school building, exclusive of the wings to the main
building, should come second. The need for a colored school bui g is
great. This will be the next least expensive building because of the fact
that materials from two-room schools and two dwelling houses, awned by the
board of Educetion, can be used toedvantage in the colored school
3. The two elementary school buildings at. Sturgis end the ele
school building P' '..prranfield, exclusive of the euditorium, should
on the program. In far too many eases the high schools have been ope
at the expense of the elementary grades. The high schocl students have mowed
into t a new buildings and the ‘.1ementtry scho:1 children then take the build-
ings vacated by the hi. h schools. It is time, it seems, to degn and con-
struct build'-ge for the elementary children. The present gymnasium-auditorium
at 12turi. an0 Korranfelc chculr be utilized until
tery buildings are constructed.
4. The auditoriums, the physical eC.ucetion buildinrc, and the etadiur
79
should be constructed lest.
5. The proposed new buildings at liunbar, Sturgis, and Morganfield
are desirned for a prLdtical school prorram. The beauty and utility of
the buildinrs rest in the simplicity of desirn which blends with the sur—
roundings.
-' .- ANommwarlib
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Anything which is worthwhile is always difficult. Finencinr, "A Pro-
ran of Improvement for Union County Schools" will be difficult. It will
be ex:,ensive, any kind of school program is; yet it is far more expensive
in the long run to fail to provide educational opportunities for children.
The question is, "Are children worth itI" The writer is of the opinion that
they are worth all the expenditures in money, time, and effort that are made
in their behalf. The citizens of Union County believe in schools as evidenced
by the fact that they have provided rood schools in the past, and are mahdng
provision for rood schools today.
There are two reasons why the plan of financing "I Prop-am of Improve-
ment for Union County Schools" will be difficult. They are!
1. The present indebtedness of the Union County Board of Education.
2. The discriminstory and restrictive provisions of the Kentucky
Statutes.
The present indebtedness of the Union County Boare of i.duoetion is
41144,000.00. This indebtedness Is represented by two bond issues 'Both are
holdin , ompany issues with the Unicn County FiFce: ierviers Rs the hold-
ing compeny. One issue is in the amount of $120,000.00 first mortgage bonds
on the property at Woro-anfield, Sturris, and Grove Center. The other issue
is in the bun of $24,000.00 and is represented by second mortgage bonds on
the two school bus rereres now under construction at Morganfield and Sturgis,
respectively. The first mortgage bonds bear an interest rete of two and
one--- rcer1 ; rcrtre-F bf771,1s hear inter.- .F 7-Et()
of two and one-half percent, Th., second mortccee bonds come dos over a per-
iod of' three years, berinr.in7 in 1:47. The first mortrar,e bonds come due
over a ?erica of fourteen years beginning in 1950 and ending in 1964.
Unice' County is one of the more favored counties of Kentucky in regard
to financial ability to support schools. The assessed valuation of prop-
erty subject to common school tax is relatively hich in comparison to other
counties with a greater number of children, schocls, and teachers. es a re-
sult, teachers, salaries are higher than in many counties and a nine months,
school is provided for all elementary children as well as for high school
pupils. Table XI, paee 92 shows the assessed valuation of property. It
will be noted that there was a substemtial increase from the year 1917-38
to the year 193.':.-39. This was due to the fact that Morgenfield reverted
to the Courty System that year. There was a decrease in the assessed valua-
tion from 1942-43 to 1943-44. This is accounted for by the loss occasioned
by approximately 30,000 acres of land being taken by Camp EreckAiridre. The
following year there was a sieht increase which overcame the further 1-ss
suffered when approximately 1330 acres of land was taken by the Sturgis Lir
Port. There was an increase for the year 1945-46 which practically places
the assessed valuation at the pre-war figure.
It will be seen that the aseessed valuation of property is sufficient
to eerr- tJ,e present inriebtedness and nrcbably to also finance the maim build-
ing at Dunbar, since the garages at Sturgis and Morganfield will be paid for
out of the proceeds of the sale of bonds which is included in the 4144,000
inr.3ebtedness at present. The crodit of the Union County Board of Eeucetion
is good as evidenced by the fact that the first mortgage bonds bear an inter-
est rate of two ane cne-quarter leercent. It must be kept that way.
Sections of the Kentucky Statutes aid of the Constitutien cf Kentucky
which heve a bearing on the financing of school programs are as follows:
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160.490 (2980-40) Maximum Limits on Ad Valorem Tax.--
(1). "In an inde,7enTint district embrecing a city of
the first class the tax levy for school purposes, other
than sinkinr fund purposes, shall be not more than one
dollar on each one hundred dollars of property subject
to local taxation.
(2). „
In an independent district embrecinr a city of
the second class the tax levy for school purposes, oth-
er than sinking fund purposes, shall be not more than
one dollar on each one hundred dollars of property sub-
ject to local taxation, except that an additional levy
not to exceed twenty-five cents on each one hundred dol-
lars of taxable property may be made for operating and
maintaining the schools, if the legislative.body of the
city approves the levy and the board of education pre-
sents due proof to the city legislative body that the
additional levy is necessary for school rposes.
(3) "In an independent district embrar:.fnr a city of
the third :Jess the tax levy for school purpotes, oter
than sinking fund purposes, shall not be more than one
dollar and fifty cents on each one hundred dollars of
property subject to local taxation.
(4) "In an independent district embracing a city of
the fourth class the tax levy for school purposes, other
than sinking fund purposes, shall be not more than one
dollar and fifty cents on each one hundred dollars of
property subject to local taxation.
(5) "In those independent graded common school dis-
tricts that were in existence on July 14, 1954, the tax
levy for school purposes, other than sinking fund pur-
poses, shall be not Incr.:- than one dollar and twenty-five
cents on each one hundred dollars of property subject
to local taxation.
(0 "In county school districts, the tax levy for
school purposes -other than simking funr'. purposes, shall
be not more than seventy-fire cents on each one hundred
collars of property subject to local taxation."
155.110 (4399-20) Transportation of Pupils.—
"Boards of Education shall furnish transportation from
the'r general funds or otherwise for pupils of elementarY
rrade who do not reside within reascnable walkins dis-
tance of the school provided for them, and ary boar° of
ecuc-t''n rry provide trancportation from its general
funds or r.-trr-ise 'rer any u;i1 cf an (-race who does
not live win a. reasoratle walkinc divtance from the
school nrovided or him. 'The blares of education shall
4°.f.•
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adopt such rules and regulations of the State Board of
Eth:ovtion dealinr with the transportation or pupils. Pu-
pils attending private schools are entitled to the same
rirhts and privileges tc transportation to and from school
as are provided herein for pupils of public schools."
160.540 (4399-44) Power to Borrow Mcney in Anticipation
of Taxes.--Any board of education may money on the
credit of the board and issue negotiable notes in antici-
pation of revenues from school taxes for t e-fiscal year
in which the money is borrowed, and may pledge the school
taxes for the payment of principal and interest on the
loan. The rate of interest charged shall not exceed six
percent per annum, and the principal shallnot exceed
seventy-five percent of the anticipated revenue for the
fiscal year in which it is borrowed. In all oases such
loans shall be repaid within the-fiscal7year-in which
they are borrowed."
160.550 (4399-45) Budget Not to be ilrceeded.-- ?To
superintendent shall recommeGr el-F no oearneriber shall
vote for an expenditure in excess of the income and rev-
enue of any year, as s"own by the budget adopted by the
board and approved by the State Beard-of Education, ex-
cept for a purpose for which bonds have been voted cr in
case of an energency declared by the State Boerd of Fe-
uoation."
.Sec. 158.Ky. Cont. Indebtedness; Limit cf Mowed;
usual of Bonds.--The ire-speffritigi7-towns,•-counties,
ts.=Ti-stric-cs, and mUnicipalities shall not be author-
ised or permitted to incur indebtedness to en amount,
including existinr indebtedness, on te agrTerete exceed-
ing the following named maximum percenta7e on the value .
of the taxable property therein, to be-estimated by the
assessment next before the last assessment previous to
the inc.,:rrinr: of the inc,ehtedness; viz.; cf th4
first and second classes, and thirdliass having
a population exceeding fifteen thousand,--ten per certum; '
cities of the third class having a population of less
than fifteen thousand, and cities and towns of the fourth
class, five per centum; cities and towns of the fifth
and sixth classes, three per cent; and counties, tax-
in g districts and other municipalities, two per centumt
Provided, Any city, town, county, taxing district or
other-municipality may ccntract an indebtedness -in excess
of such limitetions when the sane has been authorized
urv'er lews in force'pricr to the adoption or-this Com-
stitution, er-w'rarl Ilecsser7 for the conlpletion or anl
oeyment for a ,ut,lic improvement un-_:ertal!en and not coo-
pleted and pr_id for et the time of the adoption or this
Constitution; Lnd provided further, If, at the time of
the adoption or this Constitution, the ag.- rerate indebt-




taxine district or other municipality, including that
which it has been or may be authorised to contract as
herein provided, shall exceed the limit herein pre-
scribed, the'- no such dity or town shall be authorised
or psrmitted to increase its indebtedness in an amount
exceeding two per centum, and no such county, taxing dis-
trict or other municipality, in an amount exceedinr one
per centum, in the agrregate upon the value of the tax-
able property therein, tc be ascertained as herein provid-
ed, until the ageregate of its indebtedness shall have
been reduced below the limit herein fixed, and thereafter
it shall not exceed the limit, unless in case of emergency,
the public health or safety should so require. Nothing
herein shall prevent the issue of renewal of bonds, or
bonds to fund the floatinr indebtedness of any city, town,
county, taxing district or other municipality."
162.110 (4399-13) Bonds of Subdistriote-e-The board of
education of any county iahool district imerat any time
submit to the voters of any one of.its subdistrict& or
of any group of its subdistrict, the question of whether
or not the board shall issue end sell bands of the sub-
district or group of subdistrict* in an amount not ex-
ceeding the limit provided by Section 158 of the Consti-
tution, for the purpose of buying a site or building or
equipping a school building for such subdistrict or sub-
districts, and of whether or not the board shall levy
annually a school tax on each one hundred dollars of tax-
able property within the district, as valued in the
assessment for local school purposes next preceding the
levy of the tax, to pay the interest on the bonds and
to create a sinkine fund for the retirement of the bonds
at t'neir maturity. The election for - this purpose shall
be celled and conducted in accordance with the provisions
of FRS 160.150, and may, in the discretion of the county
board of education, be called at the same time and place
as an election called under EFS 160.150, and conducted
by te same election officers. The tax, if approved by
two-thirds of the vote cast on the question, shall be
collected and settled for as provided in KES 160.150. The
tax be set aside and used by. -the board of educa-
tion solely for interest and sinkine fund purposes.* .
"PUILDINGS TN CITIES OF ANY CLASS*
162.120 (4421-1) Independent District in City May
Ccrvey Prcnertv to Cfte to Provide Buildin7i7==wror
iFe-FITiT717:777.3iniiTts:-Eilildin-s-ibr school pur-
poses, boards elf education of school districts em-
tracin- a city of any class mey ronvey to the city
a fee rimple 'title with covenant of reneral wer-
renty to a site new held or hereafter acquired by
such boards of education. •





shell enter into a contract cr ntracts rith some
person for the erection on the site of • building,
with the necessary appurtenenoes, according to plans
and specifications adopted by the city and approved
by the board of education and the Superintendent of
Public Instruction.
162.140 (4421-3) Leese of building by Board cf
Education; Terms; Lrount of ;i7.17 -77ImmeCiate10 uo-
on Lne apprIWZI-o7-174-Flani-E-E7 specifications as
provided in KRS 162.130, the board of education
shell offer to-lease the buildinr :or a term of one
year from the t:-me the building is completed and
reedy for occupanoy. The lease by its terms shall
rive t'ne lessee the rieht and option to extend the
term of the lease from year to year, for oeriods of
one year, until the orieinal term of the lease has
been extended for a total number of years, accept-
able to the city, not exceedins thirty years, at
a rental which, if paid for the original term and
for each of the full number of years for which the
term is extended, will amortlte the total cost of the
erection of the buildinr and appurtenances, provid-
ed an adequate meontenance fund and in addition there-
to a sum sufficient to pa7 the cost of insuring the
building against loss or damare by fire and wind
storm or other calamity in such SUM as may be agreed by
the parties thereto.
-1 -
162.150 (4421-5) City rey Lrect School Buildinrs.--
"Any city may establish and erect 77:;17E0 bt-iic an
necessary appurtenances within the corporate limits
under the provisions of RRS 162.160 to- 162.160, for
the purpose of suoplying the board of education of
the independent district embrscinr the city with ace-
quote buildings necessary to carry out its duties
end powers.
and -4pecifications ftr
Puildinrs; board cf 1m:cation l'ust Oorer to Lease-
T771-loine BeTZTe--CcnsIrctcn Contract is kftrie.--
117/Wilen any crty cesires to c(nstrlact a school build-
ing, under the provisions of FPS 162.150, the rovern-
ing body of the city shall, by ordinance, cause plans
and specifications for the building to be duly made
and filed in the office of the city clerk. The plans
end specifications shall rive ft full description of the
buildinr to be constructed, the details thereof and the
manner of construction. Tho plans and specifications
shall be ore:arod by an architect selectee by toe city
and approved t.-ti- bnf,rc: cf education of tea sceool
district, and ehall be submitted to the board of educa-
tion of the sceonl district an to the 5.:cerintendent
of Public instruction for aul;rvvel.
I.
• Yor ••••• 1/PVT. •
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(2) If the plans and specifications are approved,
end if the board of educsticn of the echotl district
offers to lease the bu::.1ding under a lease cf the kind
provided in KRS 162.140, the city eovernieg body shall
cause the city clerk to advertise for bids, and there-
after the city governing body, through the mayor cr
chairman of the board of trustees, may contract for the
ccnstrbction of the building.
162.170 (4421-6; 4421-12) Financing Construction of
Buildines.--"Eor the purpose of defraying the coat of
constructing or acquiring any schocl buildings and ap-
purtenances teereto, under the provisicns of KIS 162.150,
any city mey borrow mcney from the Public 'egorke i.dmin-
istretion or other agency of the Federal Government end
issue negotiable bonds. ho such bonds shall be issued
until conditions of EIS 162.160 have been comi:lied with,
and until authorited_by an ordinance specifying the pro-
posed underteking, the amount of bonds to be issued, and
the maximum rate of interest the bonds are to bear, not
exceeding six per cent per ennum. The ordinance the:1
further provide that the buildings and appurtenances are
to be constructed or acquired uneer the provisions of
I:RS 162.150 to 162.260.
162.190 (4421-7; 4421-E) E'onds; Interest on; -irlen
Peveble; Haw 5o1d.--"A11 bonne issued uneer the pro-
visions cCIff-Tr.7.170 nay bear interest at a rate not
exceeding six percent per annum, payable semiannually,
ene shall be executed in such meaner an be payable at
such timeL, not exceeding thirty years from the date
thereof, enc at such plece as the eoverning body of the
'y determines. The bonds shall be sold in such mast-
..nd upon such terms as the ecvernine body of the
deems for the best interese,of the city. .
• -
2.190 (4421-8) Bonds Neectiable; Tax i:xempt;
eteree; Nct r bOr= un,er the
&hell heve all the quali-
of•nereetiable insleJments, and -shall not be sub-
:3k to taxation. If any of the officers whose sig-
natures appear :Ja the bonds or coupons cease to be
such officers before delivery of the bonds, the sig-
natures shall nevertheless be valid for ell purposes
the same as if the officers had remained in office un-
til delivery. The bonds shall be payable solely from
the revenue derived frets the scncol balding as preride4
in KRS 162.230, and shall not constitute an ineebtedness
cf tee city the metric:7 of the constitreionel
e-orsior or limitetiens. In shell be Plainly state:4.
on the fsee of tmch bocj that it was issued unoer the
4.41.-•••••-•
. • t
proric.ions cf EFS 162.150 to 162.180 and that it
does nct constitute an indebtedness of the city.
162.200 (4411-9) Use of 1.unds; Lien on Buil:ling.--
"Rll money received from any bonds issued pursuant
to EPS 1E2.170 shall be ueedaclely for the establish-
ment or erection of the school building and neoesse:-y
appurtenances, except that the money may be used 1.1:.o
to advance the payment of the interest on bonds during
the first three years following the date -of the bonds.
There shall be a statutory mortgage lien upon the school
building and anpurtenancns in favor of the holders cf
the bonds and coupons.
162.210 (4421-10) Riehts of Bondholcers to Enforce
Lien.--"The school bUITE-EF and appurtenances shall
remain subject to the statLtory lien provided by
KF.E. 162.200 until the payment in full of the principal
and interest of the bonds. lAny holder of ;the bonds or
of any of the coupons may, either at law or In equity,
protect and enforce the lien, and may by action enforce
and compel performance of all duties required by
KR'S 162.150 to 1E2.260, including the making and col-
lectinr- of sufficient ronts, the segre7etion of the
income and revenue, and the applicationthereof.
162.220 (4421-11) Feceiver in Case of 1:efault.--
"If there is any defeZ77-in tne peyment-of the princi-
pal or interest on any of the bonds, any-court having
jurisdiction cf the action may appoint a receiver to
admdnister the school building on behalf of the city,
with power to charge and collect rentals sufficient to
provide for the payment -)f any bonds or, obligations
outstanding against the school buildings and for the
payment of the operetinr. expenses, and to apply the
income and revenues in conformity with KS 162.150 to
162.280, and the ordinance referred tc- in rhS 162.170
and 162.25C.
162.260 4421-i; 4421-17) Rent;-7Aspocition of to be
Fixed by Crdinance.--"At or-before the issuance of the
Va7T, the e,cverning body of the city shall, by ordinance,
set asude and pledre the income of the building into a
special fund to be used and applied in payment of thet- cost
and maintenance of the bt/ildinc. :he ordinance shall
definitely fix the amount of revenue necessary to be E.et
aside end applied for the payment of tie principal and
interest of the bonds. The balance of the income shall
be se-_ 'side for the reac.onable and proper mainlAsnance
of thv sufficient sur to pey tre
rr irxurencer - :he .7ity rovernfae body may croviee
by crtinance any prarision and stipi.letion it Oeems
necessary for the administr...tion.of the income for tiie




162.240 (4421-17) Deposits and Investnent of Sinkf.hd
Fund.--"The sinking fun d shall be deposited in a deposi-
tory selected by the governing body of the city. 'he
deposit, where practicable, shell be continuously st-
cured by a dleige to the city of direct obligeticns of
the United Ststes, exclusive of accrued interest, et
all times at least equal to the balance on deposit in
the account, cr In sore other manner ecceptetle tc the
purchasers or holders of the bonds. :he securities shall
be deposited with the cityor held by fit trustee or arent
satisfactory to the roverning body of the city. The
sinking fund may be invested in direct obligations of
the United States.
162.250 (4421-14) Maintenance Fund Surplus to be Trans-
ferred to Sinkinr iund.--'If a surplus is annul _lated
in the maintenance fund equal to the cost of maintaining
the building durinr the remainder of the calendar or
fiscEl year, as my be nrovined by the ordinance reouired
by K.F,..S 162.230, and the cost of maintaining and operat-
ing the buildinr for the succeeding like calendar or
fiscal year, the excess over such amount shell be trans-
ferred to the sinking fund.
162.260 (4421-16) Refunding Bonds May be Isaued.--
"The city may issue refundanz bonds for tEe' purpose of
providinr funds for the payment of any outstancinr bonds,
in sc:ordance with the procedure prescribed for the issu-
ance of the original bonds. The refunting bonds shall
be secured to the same extent and shall here the sEme
source of payment as the bands which are refunded.
162.270 (4421-16) Additional Bonds Authorized.--'If
the governing body of the city finds that the bonds
authcrized will be insufficient to accomplish the pur-
pose desired, adciticnal bonds may be authorized End
issued subdect to the same procedure.
162.0 (4421-18) . When City to 'donvey Pronertv to
Hderc. -"When the board ot ecncetiTn ol tne school nis-
TT:MT has paid rent as provided in KRS 162.160,- sufficientamor-tdie the cost of erection of the buildinr and appur-
tenances, and to maintain the building and pay the cost
of inauranne, the city shall thereupon convey the prem-
ises tc the board, and shall transfer any balance remain-
ing in the funds provided for in KEZ 162.230 to 162.250to the account cd the board of education.
162.290 (4421-4; 4421-19) iternetive Yetnods; Other
Proceure Not f--,-uired.--"T.T•S-162.12C-TiT
F:c 1CfM .,:._2.2F0 are adciticnal End alternte meld'd-dsicr the acquis7:cn c- sdnool cuildince by hoeroe of ed-ucation of indtdendent d'stricts embracinr cities of any
cless and do not include, alter, amend or redeel any ether
• , • .....aer• • "........P.M1,111 • • • 414  4444.4.4.•
<
statute. No proceeding shall be required for the acqui-
sition of any school building or the issuance cf bones
under KRS 162.150 to 162.280 except such as are prescribed
by those sections."
BUILDINGS IN COUNTY AND CERTAIN IIIDERENDENT -DISTRICTS
162.300 (4421-20 to 4421-30 County Boards of Education
and Boards of Independent Districts tiot E;mbracinE Cities
May Buildinrs in Mann47 7rovideJ in fTg--
7/77:IM to 162.2937=7=Ey7TOTT-77-Tf eoucEtion eiTT-
V.Ta-F—.Oso-Facin of independent districts not embrac-
ing a city of any class =Ey obtain buildings for school
purposes by proceeding under the provisions of KS 162.123
to 1E2.290, except that the provisions ofTPS 162.12C to
162.140 may be used only for the construction of school
buildings with financial assistance from the Federal Gov-
ernment. When applied to such boards of education, KRS
162.120 to 162.290 shall be so read teat the term;
"City" means "County."
"City :lerk" means "county clerk."
"Governine body of the city" means
"Fiscal-court."
"Mayor or chairman of the board of
trustees" means °county judge."
"Ordinance" meens "resolution."
-160.15u (4399-6; 4399-12; 4599-12a) Tax Levies in
Subdistricts; Limitation and tlection on.--(1) 11Th°
IFFird of educst;on of any cotiii7-77776cr-district may
sub=t to the voters of any subdistrict, at an elec-
tion called for that wurpose, the proposition of the
levy of a tax ennuaTly for a specified number of years
upon the taxable property in the subdistrict, for the
use and bert!' • of schools-of suistriot,
which inky incluoe teausportation of-pupils who do not
live within reasonable walking distance of school. On
written petition of forty percent of the voters of any
subdistrict asking that a subdistrict tax be levied, the
county board of education shall, within fifteen deys from
the time the petition is filed, make an order and record
it in the minutes of the board calling an election to
determine the will of th., voters on the proposition. The
rate of taxation shall not exoeed seventy-five cents
annually on each one undred dollars of taxst ie property
witein the subdistrict, es valued it the assessment for




*(2) Not less then fifteen days' notice of the -oleo-
tion shall be riven by written or printed posters signed
• •
co
by the chairman and secretary of the county board, stet-
inv., the purpose of the election, the area affected, and
the date, place or places, and hours of the election,
posted at not less than two petlic places in each sub-
district concerned, P-nd by one insertion of the notice
in a newspaper published in the county. The county boeri
o:' education shell appoeet at least three leeal voters
of the subdistrict to serve Is election cfficers in the
election and to certify the election returns to the county
board of education. The decision of two of the three
officers shall be final in determining any questions which
arise durine the election. - The election shall be conduct-
ed in such a meaner as to insure, the integrity and secrecy
of the ballot.
(3) If e majority of-theevntes -caft- ere in -favor
of the proposition, the tax shall be levied annually
by-the fiscal court of-the-county-for the period of-years
specified in the proposition, in accordance wit. the requi-
sition by the county board ofeducation, and -shall - be in-
cluded by the county clerk in the regular tax bills ren-
dered for county purposes. The-tax -shell -be-eollected
by the tax collector legally authorized to collect texas
for the district and settled for with the county board of
education as in the case of county school taxes and at the
sane rete of cemmission Teel- Ilecteon. If a majcrity of
the votes oast are aeeinst ee- proposition, the tax shell
not be levied, and the-stetus and boundary of -the -subdis-
trict shell be unchaneed by the election.
(4) Any subdistrict tax
of the people in the same
(5) In case all of the sube -
trict levy a special tax, the
may abolish all of-the special
and In lieu of the special lee
levy the leeard may levy e eene
the maximum levy permitted for





--moved by the vote
which itewas-authorised.




C.. not more teer
school districtF,
:wee e the subdistr:te
Section 160.490 (2950; 4399-40) Fentecky Statutes sets the limit on.
tax rates on eeneral property 'ce local schocl purposes. This sention dis-
criminates aesinst County school districts by fixing the limit it seventy-
five .7ents on the hunre dcarz, of tax-le property, wh_3t- Indepea-
dent districts authority to levy 'rom :1.00 to 4.1.50 on each 4,100.0 Of tax-


























At the same time ca-lnty districts are reouire.3 to meet the same standards
of accrediting OE are the independent districts. This discrimination can-
not be Justified.
Section 158.110 (4300-20) Kentucky Statutes requires county boards of
education to furnish transportation-for-elementary school children who do
not live within reasonable walking distance of end'permits boards
of eduoation to transport tieh school-students.-Thie-is as it should -be ex-
cept no financial provisiod -isisade whereby this additional service may .be
offered, except that money frowthe -general fund, or otherwiseilmaybe'vaed.
With the $.75 limit on the $10000 of taxable property; the -general -fund is
not sufficient to take oars of other current expenses, nottto mention -capi-
tal outlay and debt service..
Section 160.550 (4399-45) Kentucky Statutes provides that no expenditure
in excess of income as shown by the budget shall-be made in -any -school year,
except for the purpose Tor which -bonds- have been mated on in -case of an
emergency declared by the State Board of Educetion. -This -is. a desirable sec-
tion of the statutes and is desic-ned to safeguard the taxpayer.
- Section 158, Kentucky Const;tution, is designed .to protect thetaxpayer
and to kceplun0cipalitiss, counties, and"sehool districti-solvert in regard
to financial indebtedness. This section provides for limitations onindebt-
edness. The present Constitution was adopted in 1891. Section 168,-no doubt,
was desirable at that time. This section, however, stands as a hurdle over
which boards of education must climb or must by-pass in order tc finance an
acceptable program o' education.
,Secton 160.540 .'Statutes, nesigned to permit boerds
of oduoation to borrow money at tne berinnin-, of the school year for necessary
current expenses, before taxes have been collected. This is a desirable sec-
tlx*
tion of the statutes as it gives certain rirn-..s to borrow money and also
limits the amount to seventy-five percent of the anticipated revenue for
the fiscal year.
Section 160.150 (4399-6; 4399-12; 4399-12a) Kentucky Statutes provddes
an election on theproposition of levying a specified tax on each one hundred
-
dollars of taxable property subject to the tax for a specified number of
t_
years. Boards of education are required to call such an election provided
- . -
forty percent of the voters residin,- in the subdistrict request by written
petition such an election. The rate of taxation shall not exceed seventy
cents on each one hundred dollars of taxable property. This e.ction pro-
vides the rerulations by which the election must be held and provides for
a majority of votes to carry.
-•
Section 162.120 (4421-1) to Section 162.290 (4421-4; 2.1-1E) inclu-
sive nrovies for city councA.s to act as holdinr companies for city boards
. t -
of education. By this method, in Teneral, the city board of education con-
e -
veys to the city council the r7ounds on which a school buildinr is to be
erected. The city council iisues holdiln company bonds e-na sells the bonds.
From the prooeeds of the sale cr t17 bonds, the city constructs the school
• - • t
buildinr accordin; to ;:lvns end 7t.,pecificetions or the board of educction.
4 -Aga: '
These bonds do not constitute an in ebtedness against the city and, there-
.- . 't),:k —
fore, by-pass- the limit of indebtedness imposed by the Constitution.
r
A contract, lease and option is entered into by the city council and
- •
the board of educstioc.At the same time the board of education conveys
school rround to the city council by a deed of trust.
Ire contraol., esC, an ontion provide Lnat the board cY -Lcation
- •
contracts to lease the when complet- , from the city council for
one year, with the option of renewinr the lease annually at a specified
a
aLLual rental. Over the specified period of years, the annual rental will
be sufficient to retire the bonds end interest at which time the title to
the building and grounds reverts to the board of education, as provided in
the deed of trust.
Section 162.3O0 (4421-20 to 4421-38) Kentucky Statutes provides that
fiscal courts and county boards of education may proceed under the sections
of the Eentucky Statutes as outlined above.
The two chief problems, therefore, with finaucine a future building
program in union County are the limitations tmposed by the Statutes and
the present indebtedness which the board cf education is carrying.
There is a p3s.sibility that some desirable chen-es may be made by the
Kentucky General Assembly in the Statutes which unjustly limit county sys-
tems to a seventy-five cent rate. There is a possibility, also, of a future
Federal Gorks Prorram whereby the Federal 3o7ernment will eid local scaool
districts financially on a dollar for a :dllar matching basis. Should these
two possibilities become realities, the proposed buildinE program in Union
Co.;rty can be realized.
Should the state fail to do anything relative to tax rates and the
Federal Government provide a Federal Works Program, the plan cam till
worked out provided the people are willing to vote e tax to supplement
Federal funds.
Should neither of these possibilities materialize, new buildings in
1;nion County cannot be constructed until the preeent indebtedness is paid
off or at least rrer_tly reduced, with the possible exception of the colored
school bulldinr woul not te so expensive as the dthers and
materials -rom :rame buildin:s, wrich no olubt will be discontinued,
coulo be usee t: a,.ve_nta7e in the colored
At the rresent r t., it ly7.osrible tc estimete the cost of the proposed
Aimpro....
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btalding in Union County. Therefcre it 
ic impossible to know the amou
nt
of new bond issues, if and when they are mad
e. The tax rate, should a vote
be taken in the county, will have to be deter
mined by the amount of the iss
ue
of bonds End by the number of years over which
 the bonds will come due. The
se
details of necessity have to be determined by 
bond specialists and financial
experts.
-
provememt for the Z.nion County Schools is considered. They are the pres-
emt indebtedness of the Board of Education of Union County, and the inflex-
ible and limitinff provisions of Kentucky Statutes.
More local support, either throurh e. voted tax or by a higher tax
rite limit by leislative action, torether with Federal Lid, can obtain
other way until the present indebtedness is liquidated.
CDNCLUSICN
From the data presented in Chapter I, though not conclusive, it is
..ssamed that Union County will continue on an agricultural basis of economy
with a population of about 15,00C peole. There is reason to believe that
more and better improved roads will be built in the future. his will make
consolidation of schools desirable.
1. in effective consolidation proF;rem depends upon adequate transports-
ticn facilities. Public ownership of buses is desirable in order to make the
routing flexitle enough to provide fcr ever-changing conditions. Proper main-
tenence End storawe'of buses are essentiel for effective service. To pro-
vide storare facilities, the buses must operate from a central point. The
plan fcr trans7.c- rtstion provides for two school bus garages, one at Sturgis
an t'ne other at Yorganfield. These garages are designed to hc..ist, 7ht
buses ..ch. Additions can be mede to each garage if the need arises.
2. The school building program proposes one school building for all
the colored children at Vorranfieid.
The Sturr,is school buildings are designed to take care of all the
children in the southern pert of the County.
c1-.oc t Pre ces17ned to teke care of all
the lic school daldren in the northern pert cf the County.
5. The Grove Center building should be utilized for the elementary
children in the western section of the county.
6. Should the Camp 5reckinridee Government Reservation rerert to
private ownership aryl be diride erein into farms, the 1:_soxville schocl
buildin7 mey aealn r'e used Icr eementary chilcren in the eastern Fection
of the County.
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7. financing the proposed building program will :)e tifficult. Inflex-
ibility cf existinr statutes and present imiebtedness of the Board of Educa-
tion present the two most difficult problems.
8. Unless the Fentucky 5eneral Assembly raises the tax rate limit or
county school purposes, a voted tax, tor,ether with a holding company plan
of financinr, will be necesary, coupled with Federal Lid, to construct the
buildinre needed in Union County in the future.
9. A cell for a tax vote should be made by the Board of Education only
after the people petition the Board to do sc. This election should not be
called until further detailed plans are completed . Financial experts End
competent leral counsel should be employed to work cut the detailed plan
of financing.
10. The credit cf the Union County Board cf Education is good and
must be kept that way.
103
RECOVVENDATION
Tc the memters of the Union Ccunty Board cf Education and their
successors in cffice, and to the citizens of Union County, both present
and future, a Pr -an of Improvement for the Union County Schools is
respectfully submitted and recommended.
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